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Ahstrnct 
The denotational semantics of the Prototype System Description Language PSDL 
is formally described in terms of an algebra-based Petri net model in this paper. PSDL 
supports specification and design of software prototypes that have to satisfy hard real-
time constraints. The language is derived from a dataflow model that is augmented 
by data abstraction facilities and application-oriented timing and control constraints. 
In the Petri net model, each net is associated with a many-sorted partial algebra 
and is labeled with terms and marked with data of that algebra. The algebra serves 
to interpret the built-in and user-defined data types and functions of a specification, 
while the net defines a partial order semantics of its dynamic behavior. To capture 
the semantics of timing constraints in PSDL we constrain transitions by conditions 
depending on time values of abstract clocks modeling the local time of distributed 
computational resources. 
1 Introduction 
For many computer applications, such as process control or real-time scheduling, it is 
not sufficient for programs to be logically correct. In addition: such programs must satisfy 
timing constraints determined by the characteristics of physical processes being controlled, 
or job executions must meet a deadline to prevent the failure of the mission. Controlled 
physical systems often consist of many independent subsystems producing asynchronous 
sensor signals and data and may require distributed control software to provide adequate 
processing capacity and reaction time [15]. 
1.1 Prototype System Description Language PSDL 
PSDL is · semi-graphical' . ·guagc for specification and design of real-time systerr , f16]. 
It allows t ,te designer to expess the distribution of data and concurrency of compt. .Lion 
steps inherent in the application, synchronization of concurrent activities, and timing 
constra.ints imposed by properties of the physical system [17]. PSDL supports localized 
descriptions and software structures to a.id the designer in constructing and modifying 
understandable models of complex systems. 
A PSDL prototype consists of a hierarchically structured set of definitions for oper-
ators and types. Each definition has a specification part for black-box descriptions and 
an implementation part for clear-box descriptions. The specifications are used both for 
documentation of the prototype and for retrieval of reusable software components in the 
CAPS system [18]. 
The PSDL computational model is a directed graph based on data-flow concepts, aug-
mented by timing and control constraints with a text representation [1]. The nodes in 
the graph represent operators, the edges represent data streams, and the numbers associ-
ated with the nodes represent maximum execution times. Control and timing constra.ints 
restrict the admissible behavior of an operator. 
Every operator is a state machine. Its internal state is modeled by a set of state 
variables, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Operators with an empty set of state variables behave 
like functions, i.e., they produce the same output whenever they are applied to the same 
input data. 
Every data stream carries values of an abstract type, and some streams carry exception 
values. There are two kinds of data streams: data-flow and sampled. Data-flow streams 
act as first-in-first-out buffers, and are used for synchronizing data-driven computations. 
Sampled streams act as continuously available sources of data which can be read or up-
dated on demand, and are used for connecting unsynchronized operators which can fire at 
different or unpredictable rates. Data streams have data-flow buffers if and only if they 
appear in a TRIGGERED BY ALL control constraint. 
The control constraints and the timing constraints determine both the conditions un-
der which the operators are triggered and the buffering disciplines for the data streams. 
Control constraints can express conditional execution and output, and can control ex-
ceptions and timers. PSDL timers are software stopwatches· used to control durations of 
states. Timing constraints define hard real-time deadlines for time-critical operators and 
express both sporadic data-driven execution and periodic execution. 
Fig. 1 shows a simple control system illustrating some typical features of embedded 
software in PSDL. The filter performs a smoothing operation to reduce the noise in the 
sensor data, and the controller responds to commands from a human operator based on 
the filtered sensor data. Operator commands are transmitted to the embedded system via 
a switch on the operator's control panel. A simple smoothing filter might implement the 
following functional relationship between any two successive values of state_variable: 
new state_variable = w * old state_variable + (1.0 - w) * sensor_data 
where the weight w is a real number between O and 1 chosen to provide the best trade-off 
bctw "'n response time and sensitivity to noise. The exam pl L "'c; a minimal SJ ~ification 
part h an informal description. The implementation part .1tains a graph s Ning the 
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decomposition of the system into two time-critical subsystems. The filter operator must 
be fired periodically, every 100 milliseconds. The controller operator is fired sporadically, 
whenever a new value for the input_svi tch arrives, and must complete execution within 
200 milliseconds of the arrival of the new value. 
The stream input_svitch is a data-flow stream, while sensor _data and state_variable 
a.re sampled streams. The triggering conditions express requirements for the controller 
and the actuator to respond exactly once to every new value in the streams input..swi tch. 
The other streams must be sampled because the filter operator must operate a.t fixed 
times although values may be written into the sensor_data stream or read from the 
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OPERATOR filter PERIOD 100 ms 
OPERATOR controller TRIGGERED BY ALL input_svitch 
MAXIMUM RESPOISE TIME 200 ms 
KIIIMUM CALLIIG PERIOD 200 ms 
Figure 1: Example of a.n Augmented Data. Flow Diagram in PSDL 
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1.2 Focus of the Paper 
This paper gives a formal semantics for PSDL in the style of denotational semantics. Deno-
tational semantics provides a mapping from programs to mathematical objects that model 
the meaning of the programs. Standard denotations for typical programming constructs 
can be found in [9]. Since the concepts of PSDL differ considerably from concepts of con-
ventional programming languages, non-standard denotations are needed for a denotational 
definition of PSDL. Concepts such as streams, concurrent operators, deadlines, periodic 
behavior, timers, and abstract data types are modeled in terms of high-level Petri nets 
that are associated with algebraic specifications. The algebraic specifications define the 
semantics of the data types used in a PSDL description, while the nets specify the dynamic 
behavior of the described system, in particular its synchronization and timing constraints. 
These algebraic nets are a many-sorted algebraic variant of Predicate-Transition (PrT-) 
nets [5]. PrT-nets are closely related to Colored Petri nets [12] that have been developed 
as a modification of PrT-nets to avoid technical problems involved in their formal analysis. 
The formalism to specify denotations of PSDL constructs is derived from the seman-
tic constructs of a Petri net-based specification language for concurrent and distributed 
software systems, although real-time issues were not addressed by this language [13]. We 
augment the original formalism by 
l. assuming a distinguished data type time; 
2. modeling clocks as explicit components in the semantics of time-critical constructs; 
3. imposing time constraints on transitions which depend on clock readings. 
We treat time as clock states and model clocks as ordinary system components, rather 
than as an independent real-valued time parameter that can control activation of tran-
sitions. The latter approach was taken by many timed Petri net models, but it has two 
disadvantages: it violates the fundamental assumption of Petri nets that there are no 
side-conditions to the activation of transitions, and it sacrifices the partial order execu-
tion semantics in favor of a nondeterministic execution semantics. The version of timed 
Petri nets defmed in [20) is given a proper semantics in terms of untimed Petri nets un-
der the maximum firing strategy. This means that activated and conflict-free transitions 
are obliged to occur as soon as they become activated, unlike the traditional firing rule 
under which an activated and conflict-free transition may occur, eventually. We refrained 
from using this net class because it has significantly different behavioral properties than 
standard Petri net models and less support in terms of analysis techniques and tools. 
The purpose of the formal semantics presented here is to make previous informal lan-
guage definitions precise, provide an unambiguous basis for the development of semantic 
tools, and facilitate the development of correctness proofs and deadlock analysis tech-
niques. This work removes some minor errors in previous syntactic definitions of PSDL, 
and introduces conditional equations a specific form of writing axioms in PSDL. Although 
axioms were included in the original PS['T 
alors and user-defined data types, this la 
rl~sign to provi<' 
Jage feature wa 
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formal descriptions of oper-
ever formally defined. 
Section 2 illustrates our approach by giving generic denotations of typical PSDL con-
structs in terms of algebraic specifications and labeled nets. Section 3 defines the dynamic 
semantics of PSDL. Appendix A gives formal definitions of our notations and formalism. 
Section 4 discusses the significance and applications of our formal definitions of PSDL. 
We present some properties of classes of PSDL programs which were discovered using 
the formal semantics. The semantics in conjunction with the use of conditional equations 
enables formal reasoning, automated verification, and symbolic execution for PSDL, based 
on well-known term rewrite techniques. Symbolic execution supports prototyping on the 
specification level and augments PSDL 's rapid prototyping facilities based on reusable 
Ada code. 
2 Mapping PSDL Constructs into Algebraic Specifications 
and :E-Nets 
This section provides intuition about how PSDL constructs are mapped into algebraic 
specifications and Petri nets via a series of examples showing the denotations of specific 
PSDL constructs. The next section defines a formal semantics of PSDL by giving re-
cursive syntax-driven rules for constructing such denotations for all the programs in a 
representative subset of PSDL. 
Our semantics distinguishes between two facets of the behavior of PSDL designs: the 
functional and the dynamic behavior. The former captures functional relationships be-
tween inputs and outputs of operators and the meanings of abstract data types. The latter 
captures causal dependencies between operators, observable dynamic changes to streams, 
and timing constraints. The functional behavior of PSDL is expressed using algebraic 
specifications and the dynamic behavior is expressed using E-nets. Our formal semantics 
for PSDL is based on the established properties of these two formalisms. 
We rely on standard definitions and results on many-sorted aJgebras and their specifi-
cations (cf. e.g., [7] or [3]). In particular we use the initial semantics of algebraic specifica-
tions in the definition of algebraic Petri nets presented in Appendix A. These definitions 
are based on the results described in [13], where we used partial algebras rather than total 
algebras in conjunction with Petri nets. 
2.1 Review of Formal Concepts and Notations Used 
Algebraic specifications consist of a set of sorts SO, a family of operation symbols E, a 
family of variable symbols X with sorts in SO, and a set of conditional equations EQ. The 
first three components define the syntactic aspects of an algebra and the last component 
defines its functional behavior. The minimal set of well-formed terms generated by E and 
X is written Tr:(X)· Algebras are denoted by A. 
A Petri net consists of a set of S-elements S denoting states, a set of T-elements 
T denoting transitions, and a set of F-elemen ts F denoting flows. E-nets consist of an 
underlying Petri net (S, T, F), a labeling functir , L associating t: ~s with the elements of 
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the net, a function L specifying the initial marking, and a function 4.> associating constraint 
equations with the T-elements of the net . . For each S-elcment a, L gives a string of 
sorts defining the type of the data tokens in the markings of a. For each flow element 
(a,b) ES x Tor (b,a) ET x S, L gives a finite set of tuples of terms defining the tokens 
consumed or produced by each occurrence of the transition b. The set of terms L(a) defines 
the values of the data tokens in the initial marking of a. The constraint equations in cf>( a) 
constrain the set of transition instances of the T-element a that may occur, depending on 
the tokens available in the incoming flows, and define functional relationships between the 
data tokens consumed and the data tokens produced by each of these transition instances. 
A E(X)-net is a schema independent of possible concrete implementations of the ab-
stract data types associated with the net. For each implementation algebra A satisfying a 
specification SP EC the concrete interpretation of a E(X)-net N is defined by an algebraic 
Petri net NA. NA has the same underlying net, labeling, and transition constraints as N, 
but is marked with data values from A interpreting the initial marking specification of N, 
rather than with symbolic ground terms from A. 
We assume that each algebraic specification SPEC includes a distinguished sort time, 
time-valued constant symbols 0, 1, 2, ... , time-valued operation symbols+,-,*, max, and 
a Boolean-valued operation symbol ~ defining an ordering on time values such that O ~ i. 
We also assume each SP EC-algebra A has a function time: A -+ time which associates a 
time value with each data token a E Au, u E SOsPEC· The expression time(a) represents 
the local time of the occurrence of the write event that created a. This function is defined 
in Section 2.4.2. 
We use a graphical notation for E-nets which uses the following conventions. An 
S-element a with L(a) = s1•••sm and 1,(a) = {t1, ... ,tn}, is shown as 
&<sl, ... ,sn) 
0 
<tl >• ... •<tn> 
where each ti represents an m-tuple ( ti1 , ... , tim)• AT-element b with !l>{b) = { 01, ... , el} 
is shown as 
b 
0 
e:1, .. . , el 
A flow element (a,b) with L(a,b) = {t1, ... ,tq}, is shown as 
where each tj represents an m-tuple (tit, ... , tjm). If clear from the context, we omit 
the names of net elements and the labels of T-elements to increase the readability of the 
graphical notation. Boolean-valued equations of the form t = true in transition constraints 
are abbreviated to the form "t", which ic:; a term representing a predicate. 
The behavior of a .Jraic nets is ca ued by a transition rule which says that an 
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instance of a transition can occur if all the input places contain da.ta. tokens satisfying 
the constraints a.ssocia.ted with the transition, and none of the output places con ta.in data 
tokens satisfying the constraints. When a.n instance of a. transition does occur, then the 
data. tokens corresponding to a particular assignment of data values to the free variables 
in the terms in the F-element labels are removed from the input S-elements and a.dded to 
the output S-elements connected to the transition by flows. A precise formulation of this 
rule is given in Appendix A. The transition rule supports nonsequential observations of 
dynamic behavior. Observations are partially ordered sets of event occurrences which are 
derived from the usual occurrence net representation of non sequential processes generated 
by Petri nets. Such observations represent traces of particular behaviors of the net. 
2.2 Functional Behavior of PSDL Operators 
The functional behavior of a PSDL operator f with input streams x1, ... , Xk, state vari-
ables z1 , ••• , Zm, and output streams y1 , ..• , Yn is defined by associating with each z; and 
each Yi a function f.s (s = z;, Yi) that maps q-tuples of data carried on input streams 
and sta.te variables (with q = m + k ) to data. carried by s. For an atomic operator the 
meaning of these functions is predefined1 if f denotes an operation of a built-in data. type, 
or it is defined by ax.ioms provided by the PSDL user. For a composite operator f these 
functions are implicitly defined by the functional behavior of the net providing the seman-
tics of f's implementation. Composite operators can also be defined directly by ax.ioms 
in the specification part of the PSDL operator. If the user provides formal axioms for 
a composite operator, then the design given by the PSDL implementation graph can be 
formally verified by proving that the behavior defined by the implementation part satisfies 
the axioms in the specification part. 
2.3 Dynamic Behavior of PSDL Streams 
Data Flow Streams 
Data-flow streams in PSDL act as FIFO buffers of capacity one, and are used for syn-
chronizing data-driven computations. Data-flow streams guarantee that each of the data. 
values written into the stream is read exactly once and that the sequence of values written 
into the stream is equal to the sequence of values read concatenated with the contents of 
the stream at a each point in time. 
- · · x=/=und~f 
<undef.0> 
Figure 2: Generic model of a data.flow stream 
1The operations of predefined data types such as map, sequence, tuple etc. have the usual meaning; it 
is formally specified in [2). 
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A generic net model of data-flow streams carrying data of sort s is graphically depicted 
in Fig. 2. We assume that the net is associated with a signature E which contains the 
sorts and a variable set X which contains symbol x. According to the definitions given in 
Appendix A, observations of transition occurrences of the model have the following form 
for a E-algebra A with A6 = {a1,a2, ... }: 
w(a1) - r(a1) - w(a2) -- ... - w{a;) - r{a;) - ··· 
where O ~ i. D 
Sampled Streams 
Sampled streams in PSDL model streams for which only the most recent information is 
meaningful. A generic E-net net model of a sampled stream is shown in Fig. 3. To handle 
the initial case properly, we assume that each sort s has a distinguished constant undef 
and an inequality operation=/=. One distinction between sampled streams and data. flows 
streams is that the read transition r does not remove data values from the stream. The nat 
component in the labeling of arcs and in markings of S-element v is used to distinguish 
between new values ( encoded by 0) and and those that have been already read. This 
distinction is necessary to handle data triggers in PSDL. For example, a PSDL control 
constraint of the form "OPERATOR/ TRIGGERED BY SOME x,y, z" requires that at least one 
of the streams x,y,z has a new value to activate the firing of/. In the net model this 
activation condition is expressed by constraining the transition modeling the read event 
of operator f. 
r 
<undef,0> x:l':undef 
Figure 3: Generic model of a sampled stream 
The algebraic net underlying the E-net in Fig. 3 gives rise to observations of the form: 
w(a1,0) -r(a1,0)- ... -r(a1,k)-w(a2,0) - ... 
where O ~ k. D 
The models of both kinds of streams are represented by the following icon: 
.,o-•o-.or 
2.3.1 State Variables 
A :->C::nL declaration -f the form "state z INITIALLY e" declares a state variable z of type 
s v I initial value e .1d is denoted by the net in Fig. 4. In this net t = [e] denotes the 
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semantic interpretation of the initial value expression e. PSDL state variables have a very 
simple net model. 
v<s> 
r o ...~ --=<r~> ~e•• -<_r>_-•., 
Figure 4: Generic model of a state variable 
2.4 Dynamic Behavior of Operators 
Net models of PSDL operators are a little more cumbersome to construct because of the 
various timing and control constraints that may be imposed on operators. We develop net 
models of operators in several steps. We introduce models for simple operators without any 
timing or control constraints, and show how the nets corresponding to different subsystems 
can be composed to give models for entire systems. Then we develop models of clocks, 
timing constraints, and control constraints. Finally we develop net models for composite 
psdl operators. 
2.4.1 Unconditional, Non Time-Critical Operators 
This section develops models for the basic structure of an operator f having m input 
streams x1, ... ,xm and n output streams Yt,••·,Yn (both including state variables Zk = 
x; = Yi). The net on the left-hand side of Fig. 5 models the case where an operator has a 
buffering capacity of one, for which read and write events must alternate. This model is 
used for atomic operators and for operators involved in data flow feedback loops. 
The second net allows multiple successive read events before a write event must occur. 
The index if ensures that the order of the output sequence corresponds to the order of 
the input sequence. This type of model allows pipelined concurrency in multiprocessor 
implementations of composite operators that are not involved in data flow feedback loops. 
e<sl1 . .. ,s,,,nat> ., 
<xJ, ... ,xft,t > 
rt <net> 1w • <net> 
Figure 5: Two models of non time-critical operators with capacities k = 1 and k > 1 
The T-elements model the events of reading data from input streams and writing new 
data on output streams. The functionality of the operator is defined by t.he constraint 
equations associated with the T-element w. The S-element v models the computat;0n 
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delay associated with the execution of the operator. Both net models are represented by 
the icon shown below, 
which represents the simplest case of non time-critical operators without data triggering 
conditions and output guards. These missing aspects of PSDL are treated in the following 
subsections by extending the basic model with further net components. Defore defining 
these extensions, we show how the net models of many component streams and operators 
are combined to obtain the model of a single network of operators and streams. 
2.4.2 Clocks 
In our semantics we use abstract models of clocks to provide sequences of abstract time 
units used in the semantics. The clock model depicted in Fig. 6 consists of two functional 
units with a common interface: a pulse generator and a clock. 
tick 
clock 
Figure 6: Abstract clock with initial time O served by· pulse generator tick 
The pulse generator (tick) produces a sequence of event occurrences which arc polled 
by the clock. Each tick represents a particular point in time, while two consecutive ticks 
constitute a basic time interval. Dasie time intervals are all assumed to be the same length, 
which corresponds to the abstract time unit used in the semantics. 
The clock consists of a time monitor tm, an interface to the pulse generator ( before 
and after tick), and a hand (current). The hand records the current distance in time from 
the starting time of the system in terms of the number of ticks that have occurred. The 
time monitor together with the interface implement the synchronization between the clock 
and the pulse generator. 
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To simplify illustrations, we use the following graphical icon for clocks, 
e 
where the parameter f denotes the name of the operator to which the clock is attached. 
Since distribution and concurrency are inherent properties of the computational model 
of PSDL, a model in which a central clock provides a totally ordered global time reference 
is unrealistic, and is inconsistent with the intended partial order semantics of operator 
executions. Therefore, we use a distributed clock system in which each operator has 
its own clock. To achieve comparable time values, the clocks in such a system have 
to be synchronized at regular intervals to correct divergences among clock times. The 
synchronization of independent local clocks is abstractly modeled by a system of n clocks 
that are polled by a central pulse generator. This solution is depicted in Fig. 7. 
tick 
Figure 7: n clocks with different initial times served by one puls€ generator 
This model ensures that all clocks agree on t~e same basic time intervals. In further 
illustrations we shall omit the representation of the pulse generator and show only the 
clocks it drives. 
The algebraic net interpreting the net model N in Fig. 7 under an algebra A satisfies 
the following invariant: 
jM(current1J- M(current1;)l $ 1 (1) 
for all markings M reachable from the initial marking shown and for all i, j E { 1, ... , n}, 
where "-" denotes the natural extension of the subtraction operation on time values to 
singleton sets of time values. The proof is by induction over the markings and events of 
the net combined witr structural induction over data in time. The induction base is given 
by verifying that the invariant holds in the initial case, in which we have 
Under the assumption that the invariants hold for some follower marking M E [tN,4.], the 
class of markings reachable from the initial marking LNA, we have to show that the invariant 
also holds for any M' which is reachable by any step activated under M. To show that we 
have to distinguish between four cases according to the different possibilities of markings on 
S-elements of C(J1) and C(Jj): Let M(before1;) = {ti} and M(before1,) = {tj}- Then 
M(current1;) == {t;}, . •after1;) = {}, M(current1,) = {tj 1 , and M(after1,) = {} 
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because each occurrence of tm f; produces the same token on current f; and before f; and 
removes the token on after/; (similarly for tm11 ). Under this marking the only step 
that is activated under M consists of transition tick. Its occurrence produces a marking 
M 1 which is defined by M 1(before1J :::: M'(before1,) = {}, M'(after1J :::: {ti+ 1}, 
M'(current1J = M(current1J, and M'(current1,) :::: M(current1,)- Dy induction 
assumption we have IM( current 1;) :::: M( current f, )I ::; 1. Similar arguments apply for 
the other possibilities of marking clocks. 
2.4.3 Adding Time to Operators 
Timing constraints are modeled via local clocks and clock readings, at read and write 
events of timed operators. For this purpose the model of an operator f is extended by 
connecting the hand of clock C(f) to f's read and write transitions by flow elements 
representing nondestructive reads2 of the clock state. The resulting operator model is 
shown in Fig 8. 
, 
, 
<t ) ,' 
r,,' 
, 
r if xi, ... ,x" 
,9, 
, ' 
' ..... <t ) 
...... " 
' ' ' 
01-->t] .. 
Figure 8: Operator reading the time of read and write events from a local clock 
This makes current clock readings, representing the current real time, available at the 
read and write transitions. These clock readings are used for adding time constraints to 
these transitions in operator models. 
In subsequent figures we shall not show the clock associated with ea.ch time-critical 
operator. However, we use the variables tr(/) and tw(f) to denote the actual time value 
of f's clock at the occurrence of the read and write transition off, respectively. We also 
use the notations met(!), mrt(f), mcp(f), period(!), and / w(f) to refer to the PSDL 
properties maximum execution time, maximum respon.se time, minimum calling paiod, 
period, and finish within of an operator f. 
Using clock readings tr(/), tw(f), an earliest time to at which a read or write transition 
of some operator f is allowed to occur can be specified by adding the predicate 
to the constraint of (!, r) or (!, w), respectively. Similarly we might want to specify a 
deadline td by which a read transition must occur by adding the predicate 
2 A nondestructive read is a non-atomic transition which restores the ma g of the adjacent S-elcmcnt. 
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to the constraint of (J, r) (and similarly for the write transition (J, w)). This construction 
ha.s a problem: in algebraic Petri nets an activated transition cannot be forced to occur 
within a certain period of time. Since the clock off is driven by occurrences of the tick 
transition of the independently functioning pulse generator, the clock time may proceed 
beyond the critical time point td without a read transition having occurred yet. In such 
a case the read transition will never be activated again because henceforth the local clock 
time will always be larger the critical time point, since our clock construction has non-
decreasing time values. 
To solve this problem we extend the clock model of an operator f which has to meet 
deadlines by a net construction that de-activates the clock timer (tm(f)) once it reaches 
a specified deadline and the time-constrained read (or write) transition has not occurred 
yet. Such modifications to the clock model are presented in the following two subsections. 
2.4.4 Sporadic Operators 
Every time-critical sporadic operator must have a mrt, a mcp or a met. The met is a 
resource consumption property which describes the CPU ti me requirements of an operator. 
The mrt defines an upper bound on the time that may elapse between the point in 
time at which an opera.tor is activated to read from its input streams and the time when 
its write event occurs. The read activation time of a sporadic operator f is defined by 
the maximum of the times at which the write transitions of producers of / occurred in 
each execution cycle. The deadline for the corresponding occurrence of a write transition 
is defined by sum of the read activation time and mrt(f). Since operators may have a 
buffering capacity greater than one, successive occurrences of the read transition off define 
an increasing sequence of deadlines for corresponding occurrences of the write transition 
of J. This is modeled by the construction shown in Fig. 9. In this construction the clock of 
/ is controlled by sequences of increasing deadlines kept in m S-elements deadlinesi, one 
for each consumer of J. We assume sequences have an associative operation I to append 
two sequences, an infix operation [-] to lift a time value into _a singleton sequence, and an 
operation first to yield the first element of a nonempty sequence or ..l if the sequence is 
empty. The modified clock satisfies the following invariant: 
M(current(f))::; max(Jirst(M(deadlinest)), . .. ,Jirst(M(deadlinesm))) (2) 
where~ and/ irst denote the extensions of operations :; and first to singleton sets. The 
proof is as follows: under the initial marking the invariant is satisfied because i( current) = 
{O} and ea.ch sequence contains exactly one distinguished element oo which is larger than 
all other time values. Now, given a marking M that is reachable from the initial marking 
and satisfies the invariant, we have to show that each occurrence of a transition that is 
activated under M preserves that invariant. This can be shown by induction over time 
values and the set of transitions of the net model and by case analysis over M: each 
occurrence of a write transition of a producer /i off adds its occurrence time increased 
by mrt(f) to the sequence marking deadl.; 'lesi such that the distinguished value oo 
always remains the '.ast and the most rec, · • deadline becomes the second to the last 
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clement in that sequence. As O < mrt(f) and /irst(M(deadlinesi) is either {oo} or 
{tw(/i) + mrt(J)} = {M(current(/i)) + mrt(J)}, we have in a.ny case tha.t Invariant 2 
is satisfied because we know from Invariant 1 that IM( current!,) - M( current/ )I ~ 1. 
Each occurrence of the write transition off also preserves the invariant because it removes 
the first element from each sequence so that the next later deadline becomes effective. All 
other transitions have no effect on the S-elements involved in the invariant and therefore 
need not be considered. 
The constraint of the time monitor transition tm(/) ensures that this transition is de-
activated when the clock time reaches a deadline. As a consequence, the pulse generator 
is also de-activated because the marking on before remains empty as long as tm(/) is 
deactivated. 
The construction relies on the invariants that the length of each sequence is at least 
one and that each sequence of the form [ t1 , •• • , tn] is ordered so that t1 ~ t2 ~ • • • ~ tn. 
The first invariant can be proven informally as follows: in the initial case the invariant 
is trivially satisfied. Ea.ch occurrence of a. write transition of some /; adds an element 
to /i's deadline sequence, i.e., it increases the length by one, so that it cannot invalidate 
the invariant. Each occurrence of the write transition of f removes exactly one element 
from each sequence, i.e., reduces the length of each sequence by one. However, due to 
the causal dependence between the write transitions of the /i and the write transition of 
/, the number of occurrences of the latter can never exceed the number of occurrences 
of the former. The second invariant relies on the clock property that the time values of 
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Figure 9: Clock extension to handle maximum response times 
An mcp(J) defines a lower bound on t ,ime between two successive activations of 
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the read transition of operator f. The activation time of an operator f is determined by 
the maximum of the i-th occurrence times of the write transitions of producers off. In 
our model we distinguish between two cases: if f has exactly one producer, say f 1, the 
occurrence time of /1 's write transition exactly determines the activation time. This is 
expressed in the net model depicted in Fig. 10. 
t <=t 
next · .. vl l 
r 
" 0~--•--~0--~•o--x1--•0~--•D 
<t.,n•ncp(f) > <t > 
next 
Figure 10: Handling minimum calling periods for single producers 
In the case where f has m > 1 producers we need a construction that gives us well-
defined control of all occurrence times of producer writes and allows us to determine the 
activation time of the read transition off as the occurrence time of the "last" producer 
to write in the stream consumed by f. If the write transitions of producers may occur 
ccncurrently, the concept of being the last is not well-defined, a priori. Therefore, we must 
provide a construction that serializes all write transitions of producers of f as shown in 
Fig. 11. 
xl, ... ,x11 
Figure 11: Handling minimum calling periods for m > 1 producers 
All r J.irs of transitions wil (last write of a prod ,cer ope · Jr, enables f) and w ip 
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(preliminary write of a producer operator, does not enable f) are mutually exclusive, so 
that write access to each stream xi is well-defined. In the initial case, only the transitions 
wip are activated because the marking of S-element predecessors contains a value v 2': 1 
under the assumption that m > 1. After m - 1 occurrences of write transitions wip 
( i E {1, ... , m} ), the marking of predecessors contains the value 0, so that now one of 
the transitions wil is activated. An occurrence of that transition defines the activation 
time of the sporadic operator f, saves this time value as the lower bound for the next 
enabling transition in the S-element ready-time, and restores the initial marking on 
predecessors. 
2.4.5 Periodic Operators 
Periodic operators are triggered by temporal events and must occur at regular time in-
tervals. For each operator f these time intervals are determined by the specified pe-
riod (OPERATOR f PERIOD t) and deadline (OPERATOR f FINISH WITHIN t), referred to as 
period(!) and / w(f), respectively. The period is the time between two successive ac-
tivation times for the read transition of a periodic operator. The activation time of a 
transition is the earliest time at which the transition may fire. The deadline defines an 
upper bound on the occurrence time of the write transition of a periodic operator relative 
to the activation of its read transition [1]. By default / w(f) = met(/) if no deadline is 
given by the user, and a static feasibility constraint requires fw(f) 2': met(/). The time 
between the activation time of a read transition and the deadline for the corresponding 
write transition is called a scheduling interval. The scheduling intervals of a periodic op-
erator can be viewed as sliding windows, whose position on the time axis relative to ca.ch 
other is fixed by the period, and whose absolute position on the time a.xis is fixed by the 
occurrence time t0 of the first read transition. This time may vary within the interval 
0 $ to $ period(!). 
In the net model shown in Fig. 12 we model a subset of the scheduling intervals of 
a periodic operator / via an S-element p-deadlines, whi<;h contains a non-decreasing 
sequence of deadlines for pending write events. If d is the deadline for the write event 
of a given instance of the operator /, then the scheduling interval for that instance is 
defined by the inequalities d - f w(f) $ tr(/) < tw(f) $ d. If the marking of the S-
element p-deadlines is the sequence q = lq1 , ..• , qn], then q1 represents the deadline for 
the next write event for the operator f, and qn represents the deadline for the write event 
corresponding to the next read event. We haven 2': 1, because the scheduling queue always 
contains at least the deadline corresponding to the next read event. Using a sequence of 
write deadlines rather than a single deadline allows us to model concurrent, overlapping 
executions of an operator which might be allocated to different processors. For example, 
an operator with maximum execution time 15, period 5, and deadline 15 time units could 
be implemented by allocating any three consecutive periods to three different processors. 
A situation with three active overlapping instances of such an operator corresponds to a 
marking for p-deadlinef' that is a sequence of length four: the deadlines for q,,, three 
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Figure 12: Model of a periodic operator 
activated by the occurrence of the next read event. 
., 
The deadlines for the write transitions are directly represented by the markings of 
the S-element p-deadlines. The deadlines for the read transitions are derived from the 
deadlines for the write transitions via the relation dread = dwrite - met(!). This relation 
identifies the latest time that the operator can start and still have its maximum execution 
time met(!) available before the deadline for completing the operation. As in the previous 
subsection these deadlines are used to inhibit the operator's clock from proceeding once 
the deadline is reached, but in this construction there are two constraints, one for the 
write deadline and one for the read deadline. 
The distinguished role of the first occurrence of a periodic operator's read transition, 
which defines the phase to of the scheduling intervals, is captured by splitting the read 
transition into two mutually exclusive transitions rf and rs. The transition rf models just 
the first occurrence of an operator, while rs models all successive occurrences. The initial 
marking of the S-clement p-deadlines defines the deadline for the first read transition 
rf, which is derived from the bound t0 ~ period(!). When the first read transition 
occurs, it redefines the deadline for the first write event from period(!) + met(!) to 
trf + fw(J), thus fixing the phase of the periodic operator. This redefinition cannot lead 
to any inconsistencies because the first write event cannot happen until after the first read 
event. All succeeding write deadlines remain constant from the time they are scheduled 
by a previous read event until the time they are removed by the occurrence of the write 
event. The marking of p-deadlines is never empty, and whenever it contains multiple 
write deadlines, they are spaced apart by exactly period(!). The first read transition 
r f schedules the deadline for the second write event, establishing the above relationship, 
which is then maintained by all subsequent read transitions rs. Consequences of this are 
thcglo:,.. , timing;elatiom' ' ps t0 +(i*period(J)) ~ tr; 1t.nd tw; ~ t0 +(i*pcriod(f)) , w(f), 
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where tr; is the time of the i-th read event and tw; is the time of the i-th write event. These 
relationships can be proved by an easy induction, and they serve to precisely define the 
scheduling intervals introduced informally above. 
The first read transition has no explicit lower bound on its occurrence time, because 
of its special role in defining the phase t0 • In the absence of delays due to incoming 
data streams, the transition rf can occur as early as the initial time 0. The successive 
read transitions rs are constrained by the lower bounds of the corresponding scheduling 
intervals. These lower bounds eread are determined from the corresponding write deadlines 
dwrite via the relation eread = dwrite - / w(f). The relationships between the earliest read 
time eread, the read deadline dread, and the write deadline dwrite (which is contained in 





eread dread dwrite 
S-element ri keeps track of the number of read events that have occurred. This is used 
to distinguish between the first read transition rf and the successive read transitions rs. 
The index ri is also used in the precedence constraint construction described next. 
2.4.6 Precedence Constraints 
Precedence constraints are the mechanism for achieving synchronization between different 
operators in PSDL. Precedence constraints are introduced by data streams, and serve 
to define data flow dependencies. The precedence constraints associated with sporadic 
operators are implicit in the net constructions already presented. The effect of precedence 
constraints between two operators depends on the type of data stream connecting the 
operators. 
Datafiow streams ensure that values are not read until after they are written, and that 
a value is not overwritten before it has been read. This property ensures that transactions 
arc not lost or repeated, and can be used to correlate data from different sources, such as 
preprocessor operators operating in parallel. 
Sampled streams ensure only that a value is not read before the stream has been 
initialized, although triggering conditions can delay read events until after corresponding 
write events. The purpose of a sampled stream is to provide the most recent available 
version of the data. In the extreme case, component operators of a composite operator 
in a pipelined concurrent implementation can see values in internal sampled streams that 
correspond to future invocations of the composite operator. This is sometimes desirable, 
and can be used to speed up the convergence of computations of iterative approximations. 
Sampled streams cannot guarantee that values will never be be overwritten before they 
are read. Data.flow streams must be used in cases where the user docs not want such 
behav 
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The semantics of precedence constraints for periodic operators is more subtle. Periodic 
operators are triggered by temporal events rather than by the arrival of data values, and 
in certain circumstances the precedence constraints can affect these timing constraints. 
In particular, if two periodic operators f and 9 are directly connected by a data stream 
from J to 9, and an instance off corresponds to an instance of 9, then the instance of J 
must complete before the instance of 9 can start, and the instance of 9 must be completed 
before the next instance of f can be completed. The precedence constraints guarantee 
that each instance of 9 will operate on the data produced by corresponding instance of J, 
if there is one. The i-th instance of 9 corresponds to the j-th instance of/ if and only if 
i * period(9) = j * period(!). 
The idea of correspondence is a generalization of phase-lock scheduling. The instances 
of two periodic operators directly connected by a data stream are guaranteed to be syn-
chronized at intervals equal to the least common multiple of the two periods. For example, 
if two operators have the same period and are connected by a data stream, then they are 
completely synchronous and must fire in a strictly alternating sequence [/o, 9o, Ji, 91, .. . ], 
no matter whether they are connected by a sampled stream or a datatlow stream. This 
property allows the two operators to be connected by a data. flow stream without any dan-
ger of overflow or underflow. If the periods of the two operators are different, then there 
is no possibility of avoiding overflows or underflows unless the operators are connected 
by a sampled stream. However, a subset of their instances is still synchronized due to 
the precedence constraints. For example, if the period of 9 is twice the period of J, then 
every instance of 9 is synchronized with (operates on the data produced by) every other 
instance of/, starting with the first one. This provides a realizable interpretation for the 
requirement that 9 must always get the most recent version of its input data. that can be 
practically provided. 
Noting that the first instance of each operator has index zero, we see that the initial 
firings of all operators correspond to each other, and hence are synchronized by all the 
precedence constraints induced by the data streams. Thus another consequence of the 
precedence constraints is to prevent periodic consumer operators from being fired before 
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Figure 13: Precedence Constraints for Periodic Operators 
Fig. 13 shows a net n-, •'el for 1lescribinl he precedence constraints associated wi th 
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periodic operators. A connection such as the one shown in the figure is created for every 
pair of periodic operators that is directly connected by a. data. stream. The S-element wi 
keeps track of the number of write events tha.t ha.ve occurred. The constraint on the read 
transition delays the firing of the second operator whenever the precedence constraints 
require it. This ensures that the data is produced before it is read. The constraint on the 
write transition of the first operator ensures that the data is read by the corresponding 
instance of the second operator before it is overwritten by the next instance of the first 
opera.tor. 
2.5 Operators with Triggering Conditions and Guarded Outputs 
PSDL supports the conditional triggering of operators and the conditional transmission 
of outputs. Such conditions are expressed by predicates. If an input stream is guarded 
by a. triggering condition, input data which do not satisfy the condition are rea.d from 
the stream without firing the operator. This situation is captured by the extension to 
the data flow stream model which is shown in Fig. 14, assuming a. triggering condition of 
the form "OPERATOR f TRIGGERED ... if x ~ O" and the following semantic interpretation 






Figure 14: Opera.tor with conditional data trigger on input stream x 
Guarded output streams of some operator / prevent the specified output data from 
being written into the guarded streams if the output guard conditions are false. The 
conditional production of output depending on the evaluation of guard predicates cannot 
be modeled by a single write transition because transition occurrences change the markings 
of all S-elements connected to the transition, not just of some of them. To model this 
concept properly, we have to extend the net model of operators to include multiple write 
transitions. All of the write transitions associated with an operator are mutually exclusive. 
Each write transition represents a case where a given subset of the output guards are true, 
and the remaining output guards are false. There is one case for each possible subset. Each 
output stream is connected only to those write transitions for which the output guards 
associated with the stream are guaranteed to be true. 
To be more precise, let k be the number of guarded output streams of an operator and 
let Pt, ... ,Pk denote predicates semantically interpreting the PSDL guard expressions. 
Then the operator net has 2k different · · ... transitions , · 'rh are constrained by the 
different logical combinations of truth va,' ,s for evaluation ,f these predicates. This is 
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depicted in Fig. 15 for an operator with 3 output streams two of which are guarded. 
Lil 
pl=fel ~e, 
p3=true ·· . ....... . ---0 
Figure 15: Operator with two guarded outputs yl and y3 
Corresponding to the modification of the operator model, we have to extend the stream 
models to include more than one write transition. Our semantic definition then has to 
ensure that operator and stream transitions are properly identified through combination. 
2.6 Timers 
Timers can be declared in PSDL as part of the implementation of a composite operator. 
There is a separate timer for each timer name. Timer operations can be associated with 
the component operators of the composite via. control constraints. Timer operations a.re 
activated by the write events of the opera.tor associated with the control constraint, pro-
vided that the guard condition associated with the timer operation is true. This guard 
condition, just like the guard conditions on output streams and exceptions, can depend 
on the input and output values of the opera.tor and the values of the timers in the system. 
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Figure 16: Timer model 
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The semantics of each timer declared in the PSDL implementation of some operator J 
is modeled by a net of the form shown in Fig. 16. Each timer has its own interface to the 
pulse generator. The net elements before and after model the timer's interface to the 
pulse generator. As with clocks, the timer hand is monitored by transition tm if the timer 
is in its running state ( denoted by r), while transition idle serves the clock interface if 
the timer is halted (h). Each timer hand is connected to the read and write transitions of 
f (r(f) and v(f)) to read the timer hand and control the timer's state. State changes to 
a timer, which are specified by a sequence of control options co of the form 
timerOp1 if Pl · · · timerOpn if Pn 
with timer-opi E {read timer, reset timer, start timer, stop timer} and the JJi 
predicates, are modeled by adding two equations to the constraint of the write transition 
of f that define the variables S' and t' on the output arc of w(f) depending on the 
meaning of co and the current time t and state S of the timer. Let opi = [timerOpi] with 
[read timer] = read, ... , [stop timerD = stop, let 
read, reset, start, stop : time x state -+ time x state 
be operations with the following properties: 
read(t, S) 
reset(t, S) 
start( t, S) 
stop(t,S) 
= (t, S) 
(0, S) 
( t, r) 
( t, h) 
and let p; ambiguously denote boolean-valued terms giving the semantics of the PSDL 
predicates p;. Then the constraint equations are defined by 
and 
t' = 0 if 3i-E {1, ... , n} such that OPi = reset and Pi = true and 
t' = t otherwise 
S' = h if 3i E { 1, ... , n} such that OPi = stop and p; = true, 
S' = r if 3i E {1, ... ,n} such that op;= start and Pi= true, and 
S' = S otherwise 
The semantics of a sequence of timer-related control options co is undefined if co 
contains both a start and a stop timer option, or if a control option refers to a timer 
that was not declared. 
2.7 Combining Net Models 
The connection between the net model of an operator and its input and output streams is 
established by identifying the read transitions of all input streams with the read transition 
of the operator using c associative a commutative composition operation on nets 
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defined in Section 3. This operation takes two nets N 1,N2 and produces a combined net 
N provided that all common S-elemen ts in N I and N 2 are labeled by the same strings of 
sorts; otherwise the combination is undefined. The sets of S-, T-, and F-elements of N are 
the unions of the corresponding components of N 1 and N 2 • The labelings of common flow 
elements are the unions of their original labelings, the constraints of common T-elements 
are the unions of their original constraints, and the markings of common S-elements are the 
unions of the original markings. The labelings of S-elements and of disjoint flow elements 
are identical to their labelings in N 1 or N2, and the constraints and markings of disjoint 
net elements are also identical to those in N 1 or N2. 
In the semantic definitions to follow, we have to carefully define the sets of S- and T-
elements of the component nets to properly represent the semantics of their interactions 
in terms of this net composition operation. In particular, we must distinguish the net 
elements that are intended to be shared by several net components from those that are 
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Figure 17: Combining net models 
Fig. 17 illustrates the result of repeated applications of the combine operation on 
the nets modeling the semantics of an operator, its three input streams xl,x2,x3, its two 
output streams yl, y2, and its state variable v. We use the abbreviations of the net models 
introduced previously. 
2.8 Composite Operators 
Composite operators can be viewed at two levels: a.s single units, and expanded in to 
composite networks of operators. 
Consistency re.quire1w~nts between the behavior of a compos1 opera tor and it ::on-
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stituent operators impose certain restrictions on the behavior of component operators 
which are not yet expressed in our net models. One consistency requirement is that the 
number of read and write events of component operators not involved in an internal feed-
back loop must be less than or equal to the number of read and write events resp. of 
the composite operator. Another important consistency condition requires that the se-
quences of data read on both levels match at corresponding read events, and similarly for 
corresponding write events. 
Figure 18: Synchronizing the behavior of operators on consecutive hierarchy levels 
Both conditions are captured by the construction shown in Fig. 18. This construction 
expands the upper net in the figure, which represents a black-box view of a composite 
operator, into the lower net in the figure, which shows the decomposition of the composite 
operator defined by its PSDL implementation graph. The lower net extends the upper net 
by adding the structure corresponding to the component operators and streams, and by 
providing an extra copy of each input and output stream of the composite operator at the 
implementation level, such that the write events of corresponding input streams and the 
read events of corresponding output streams correspond. We synchronize read transitions 
of all component operators that are connected to external inputs in the implementation 
graph (here ft and h) by letting each occurrence of the read transition r of composite 
operator J copy the values on input streams (x1,x2 ,x3 ) and state variables (z) into the 
corresponding input streams (x1,x2,x3,z) of the component operators. Conversely, each 
occurrence of the write transition v of J copies the values produced by component operators 
that are connected to output streams of f in the implementation graph (here /1 , h , h) 
into -~--%ponding out ·t. streams (Y1,Y2) and state variables (z) off. Consequently, w is 
activ .!d only if all co1 onent operators have produced their output. 
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3 Semantics of PSDL 
The semantics of PSDL is specified along the abstract syntax defined below. To simplify 
the semantic definition and keep the focus on the causal and timing behavior of operators, 
we shall not treat exceptions, timers, trigger conditions, and output guards. Exceptions 
just provide notational convenience, their semantics can be fully expressed by means of 
other language constructs in PSDL. The meaning of timers, trigger conditions, and output 
guards should be clear from the net models defined in the previous section. We shall also 
simplify the semantic constructions by omitting the clocks associated with time-critical 
operators and using just variables tr and lw to refer to the local time at the read and write 
event of an operator, respectively. 
3.1 Abstract Syntax 
The primitive and compound syntactic domains used in the abstract syntax are listed in 
two groups in Table 1 together with typical elements (variables) we shall use to range 
over these domains. The primitive domains are assumed to be given and to be pairwise 
disjoint, so that their union is equivalent to their disjoint union. The compound domains 
are defined by domain equations and BNF rules (see table 2). For some of these domains 
we define syntactic operations to access the components of a compound element. Note 
that an operator implementation is optional in the abstract syntax because we do not 
include Ada implementations in our semantics. 
Links are used to define the corrections in a PSDL implementation graph. The domain 
of links is defined by 
Link== ((OName X ONamc) U (Ext x ONamc) U (OName x Ext)) x VarSymbol. 
It is equipped with the functions source, sink, and var that give the first, second, and 
third element of a link (!1,h,x), respectively. 
The set XTerm contains well-formed terms constructed from elements in FSymbol 
and VarSymbol as follows: 
1. {(J,u,s) E FSymbollu = ( )} ~ XTerm 
2. VarSymbol ~ XTerm 
3. (f, (s1, ... ,sn),s)(t1, ... , tn) E XTerm if sort(t;) = s; (for 1 ~ i ~ n). 
Given a set E of operation symbols and a set X of variable symbols. Then we call a subset 
T ~ XTerm a set of E(X)-terms if for all t E T the operation and variable symbols 
contained in t are elements of EU X. Similarly we call EQ ~ Eqn ( C EQ ~ C Eqn) a set 
of (conditional) E(X)-equations if all terms in EQ (CEQ) are E(X)-terms. 
Table 2 presents the rules defining the abstract syntactic structure of PSDL specifica-
tions with the omissions mentioned in the beginning. Note that the symbol nil is not part 
of the language syntax; it is just introduced to simplify the semantic definition. For the 
saIT ·: purpose we have slightly changed the language syntax published earlier (e.g.,· the 
de. P.tion of operator attributes). 
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f,g,h E OName ( operator names) 
x,y,z,n E VName (variable names) 
s E Sort ( type names) 
t,tw,tr, E Time ( time values) 
x,y,z,n E VarSymbol = VName x Sort (variable symbols) 
f E Ext= VarSymbol x OName (pseudo-names for externals) 
psdl E Psdl (abstract PSDL descriptions) 
op E Operator ( operator definition) 
spec E OpSpec ( operator specification) 
imp/ E Oplmpl ( operator implementation) 
in E Invut (input) 
out E Output (output) 
SV E State Var (state variables) 
timing E TimingAttr (timing attributes) 
l E Link (links) 
'Y E Graph ( data flow graphs) 
cc E ControlConstr (control constraints) 
(!, {s1, ... ,sn),s) E FSymbol = OName x Sort* x Sort (function symbols) 
t E XTerm (well-typed terms) 
e, t = t' E Eqn = XTerm x XTerm ( well-typed equations) 
ax, e if e1, ... , en E CEqn = Eqn+ ( conditional equations) 
Table 1: Syntactic domains and their typical elements 
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psdl -+ OP1, ••• , OPm 
op -+ OPERATOR/ spec [imp/] END 
spec -+ SPECIFICATION in out sv timing AXIOMS ax1, ... , axm 
imp/ -+ GRAPH g DATA STREAM x1, ... , Xk CONTROL CONSTRAINTS cc1, ... , ccm END 
in -+ INPUTS X1, ••• , Xm 
out -+ OUTPUTS Y1, ... , Ym 
sv -+ STATES z1 INITIALLY t1, ... ,zm INITIALLY tm 
timing -+ MET t1 [HCP t2 MRT t3] I nil 
I -+Ii,•,• ,fm+1,l1, ... ,ln 
cc -+ OPERATOR / PERIOD t1 FINISH WITHIN t2 
I OPERATOR/ TRIGGERED BY ALL Xt, ••• ,Xn 
I OPERATOR f TRIGGERED BY SOME x1 , ..• ,xn 
k,m ~ O,n > 0 
Table 2: Abstract Syntax of PSDL 
3.2 Semantic Domains 
The semantic domains are based on the syntactic domains ON amc, Ext, Sort, Time, 
FSymbol, VarSymbol, Eqn, and CEqn. Additionally we define EOName = OName U 
Ext. 
We use the standard notation A+ B for the sum of two domains A and B, A x B for 
the domain product, and [A -+ B] for the domain of all functions from A to B. Sums 
and products are assumed to be associative. We use subscribes ''i" to denote the i-th 
projection on an n-ary product domain with 1 ::; i $ n. This notation is extended to sets 
U of n-ary tuples by Ui = { tdt E U}. For any domain A we define the domain consisting 
of elements of A plus the the distinguishable undefined value 1. by A.l = A+ {l.}. We 
further extend all semantic constructions to be strict on 1.. 
As we construct the net elements in the semantics from operator and stream names, 
we need the following sets TQualifier = {r,rf,rs,w,wl,wp} and SQualifier = {c, c, 
v, rdy, pred, dls, rd[, wdl, pdls, prec, ri, wi} of qualifiers to be able differentiate net 
elements constructed from the same set of operator names. The qualifiers correspond to 
the names of net elements used in the previous section. They are assumed to be disjoint 
from all basic domains. 
The semantic domains are defined as follows: 
Sig, the set of all signatures E with sorts(E) ~ Sorts. 
Spec, the set of all specifications SPEC= (SO, E,X,EQ) with SO~ Sort,E E Sig,X ~ 
VarSymbol, and EQ ~ CEqn such that sorts(E) ~ SO, sorts(X) ~ SO, and EQ 
is a set of conditional E(X)-equations. 
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SEiem ~ EOName x EOName x (SQualifier U VarSymbol), the set of all S-elemcnts. 
1'Elem ~ EON ame x TQualifier, the set of all T-elements. 
Flow~ (SEiem x TElem) U (TElem x SEiem), the set of all flow elements. 
Label= [SEiem-+ Sort*] U [Flows-+ Pr.n(XTerm*)], the domain of net labels. 
Marking= [SEiem-+ Pfin(XTerm*)], the domain of initial markings of nets. 
SigN et, the set of all E-nets N = (S, T, F, L, i, ~) with S ~ S Elem, T ~ T Elem, F ~ 
Flow, L E Label, i E Marking, and t ~ Eqn satisfying Definition 4 in the appendix. 
Timing = XTerml. x XTerml. x XTerml. x XTerml., the set of quadruples of timing 
values representing the met, mrt, mcp, and period of some opera.tor. 
IO = Var Symbol* x Var Symbol* x Var Symbol*, the set of sequences of input, output 
and state variables of some operator. 
Env = [ONames-+ (Specl. x SigNetl. x Timingl. x IOl. x SigNetl.]) 
the set of all functions T/ binding tuples (SPEC,N 3 pec,TM,V,N;mpl) to names of 
operators. The first four components SPEC,N 3 pec,TM, V model the semantics 
of an operator specification, while SP EC and N;mpl together give the semantics of 
the opera.tor PSDL. We use the operations spec, specnet, timing, vars, implnet(/)(17) 
to refer to the specification component r,(f)t, the net component 17(!)2 etc. of 
a particular environment T/i if clear from the context we omit the environment 
17. The operations met, mrt, mcp, period(!)( r,) a.re used to access the timing at-
tributes (timing(J)(17))t, ... ,(timing(J)(17))4 , respectively, while the operations 
inputs, outputs, states(!)( 17) serve to access the different kinds of variable symbols 
declared for an operator f. 
3.3 Semantic Constructions and Auxiliary Operations 
In the semantic equations defined in the next subsection, we use the following functions: 
FStream,SStream: EOName x EOName x VarSymbol x XTcrm,-+ SigNct 
State Var: 
Operator: 
OName x Oname x VarSymbol x XTerm-+ SigNet 
OName x VarSymboJ+-+ SigNet 
for constructing nets modeling the semantics of data-flow streams, sampled streams, state 
variables, and operators according to the illustrations given in Figs. 2 - 5. The definitions 
of these functions require that operator identifiers are globally unique and that multiple 
occurrences of atomic operators in a implementation graph denoting functions of pre-
defined types can be distinguished. (Note that multiple occurrences of other opera.tors 
are not allowed.) Doth requirements can be satisfied by exploiting the context condition 
that the names of operators and streams must be unique on ec.>"h abstraction level of a 
PSDL description. Based on this well-formedness condition, ope 1r names can be made 
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globally unique by qualifying them with the list of their ancestor operators, and multiple 
occurrences of atomic operators can be distinguished by qualifying them with the names 
of adjacent streams. To simplify the semantic definition, we assume that operator names 
and multiple occurrences of an operator are already made unique by a suitable renaming 
of qualified operator names. The net constructions are formally defined in Appendix D. 
Functions from domain A to B are updated using function -[- +- -l : [A -+ B] x Bx A -+ 
[A-+ B] that is defined by J[a +- x](y) = if x = y then a else f(y). 
3.4 Semantic Functions and Equations 











Psdl-+ Spec x SigNet 
Operator -+ Env -+ Env 
OpSpec-+ OName-+ Env-+ Env 
Input -+ Var S ymbo/• 
Output-+ VarSymbo[• 
StateVar-+ (VarSymbol x XTermt 
TimingAttr -+ Timing.l 
Oplmpl-+ OName-+ Env-+ Env 
Graph-+ OName-+ Env-+ VarSymbot•-+ (Spec x SigNet).l 
ControlConstr•-+ OName-+ Graph-+ Env-+ Env 
The mapping of syntactic constructs into their denotations is defined by semantic 
equations, which are given in the order of the rules in the abstract syntax. Typical 
terminal productions of each non terminal N are used as first argument of the semantic 
function for N. The notations A• and A+ for sequences of elements of A are replaced by 
the form a1, ... , an to indicate n instances of the nonterminal A. We also expand the BNF 
abbreviations for optional occurrences into extra alternatives and treat each alternative 
as a different case in the definition of a semantic function. The equations are intermixed 
with comments providing informal explanations. 
PSDL imposes no restrictions on the sequence in which operators are defined. To 
simplify the semantic definition, we assume that all operators opi in a well-formed abstract 
PSDL program of the form op1, ... , opn, spanning one or more trees of operator definitions, 
are sequentially ordered such that i < j if opj occurs in a subtree of OPi· By RootOp we 
denote the set of all names /i of operators defined by op; that are the root of an operator 
tree. 
1. (a) [ ]p$dl = (SPECo,No) where 
SP ECo is the union of specifications of predefined data types, such as map, set, 
or tuple, and No is the empty net. 
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(b) [op1, ... ,opm]padl = (SPEC,N) form> 0 where 
SPEC = U1eRootOpspec(f)(1J) 
N = 01eRootOpimplnet(f)(17) . 
T/ = [op1]0 ,,((0P2]0 ,, • • • ((opm]0 ,,(1Jo)) · · ·) 
and 1Jo is the predefined environment for which we assume that all names of 
operations of predefined data types T are bound to a tuple (SP ECr, 1-, 1-, 1-
, 1-), where SPECr gives the algebraic semantics of the type providing that 
operation. All other names are initially bound to J. in rJo. 
That is, the meaning of PSDL description is a pair where the first component is the 
union of the algebraic specifications of all data types used, and the second component 
is the combination of all implementation nets providing the dynamic semantics of 
the operators defined. 
2. (a) [OPERATOR f spec END]0 ,,(17) = 
TJ'[(N, specnet(f)( TJ'), timing(!)( TJ1 ), vars(!)( 171), N) +- fl where 
171 = [ specJapecU)( 77) 
N = specnet(f)( 771) 
(b) [OPERATOR f spec impl END]
0
,,{17) = [impl);mpl(f)([specJa,,ecU)(TJ)) 
The meaning of an atomic operator is defined by the meaning of its specifica-
tion spec, where the specification net is used as t he implementation net also. 
The meaning of a composite operator is the meaning of spec extended by the 
meaning of impl. 











= l 77 if J atomic , q = 0 and spec(!)( 77) = 1-
77[( SP EC, N, [timing]timing' V, No) +-. f) otherwise 
spec(f)(77) U (SO,0,X UY U Z,EQ) if f atomic and predefined 
= (SO,:E,XUYUZ,EQ) otherwise 
= {x E [intn} 
= {y E [out]out} 
= {z\(z,t) E [sv]aJ 
= UreXuYuZ sort( x) 
{ (f.y, (sort(xi), ... , sort( xix 1), sort(zi), ... , sort( z1z1)), sort(y ))IY E Y} U 
{(f.z, (sort(xi), ... ,sort(x1x1),sort(zi), ... , sort(z1z1)), sort(z))lz E Z} 
= {ax1 , ... ,axq} 
= OxexSStream((x,f),J,x,x) 0 
oyEY SStream(f, (y, f), y , f .y( X1' ••. 'x1x1' Z1, ... 'z1z1)) 0 
oi=l, ...• 1z1State Var(!, f, Zj, ti) 0 
Opemtor(f,(x1,••·,x1x1 , ·~ ... ,z1z1)) 
= ((inJ;n,(out]
0
uP(z](z,t) , . m])) 
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The semantics of the specification spec of some operator f remains undefined if 
f is atomic but neither a collection of axioms nor a predefined meaning is given 
for J; otherwise the specification SPEC bound to fin the new environment TJ' 
is constructed from the declaration of states, input and output streams, and the 
functions f.y implicitly associated with outputs and state variables off to describe 
its functional behavior. (Note that for non-atomic operators these functions may be 
undefined in SPEC if no axioms are given for them.) The net N associated with 
f in T}1 is an operator net combined with the net defining the semantics of streams 
and state variables of f. 
4. [INPUTS X1, ... ,xdin =(xi, ... ,xk) 
5. [OUTPUTS YI,•••, YmDout = (Y1, • • •, Ym) 
6. [STATES z1INITIALLY t1,••·,znINITIALLY tn],v = ((z1,ti) ... ,(zn,tn)) 
7. (a) [nilJiiming = (.L, .L, .L, .L) 
(b) [METt)timing = (t,.L,.L,.L) 
8. 
( C) [MET i1 HCP i2 MRT l3Dtiming = ( i1, i2, l3, .L) 
Note that the tupling operation ( ... )is not meant to be strict here. 





= [ cc1, ... , ccm]cc(f)(, )( TJ11) 
= TJ[(SPEC,specnet(f)(TJ),timing(f)(TJ),vars(f)(17),N) +- / ] 
[,]~(f)(TJ)(x1,••·,xk) 
The semantics of an operator implementation requires an update of TJ at f by the 
semantics of its implementation graph , and the semantics of possible control con-
straints of f. 
9. [fi, ... ,fk,l1, ... ,lmD/f)(TJ)(x1, ... ,xn) = 
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let 
0 = {!1, ... ,Jk}, 
L = {11, ... ,Im}, 
D = {x1, .. ,,xn}, 
InStream = L n (Ext x ON ame x Var Symbol), 
OutStream = L n (OName x Ext x VarSymbol), 
LocStream = L - (InStream U OutStream) 
X {var(l)ll E InStream}, 
y = { var(l)ll E OutStream }, 
z = { var(l)ll E LocStream} - D 
FrontOp = {source(lhll E InStream}, 
TailOp = {sink(l)2Jl E OutStream}, 
LocOp = {source(l)ll E LocStream} U {sink(l)ll E LocStream}, 
Prod(g) = {hl(h,g,x) E LocStream} is the set of producers of g E 0, 
MCP = {g E Olmcp(g) f.L}, 
MRT = {g E Olmrt(g) jt.L} 
then .1 
if X 1= inputs(/)(11) or Y ~ outputs(/)(11) or Z # states(/)(11) 
or FrontOp U Tail Op U LocOp 1= O; 
otherwise (SPEC,N), where 
SP EC = spec(!)( 1/) U Ui=t , ... ,k spec(!;)( 1/) 
{ 
.1 if n~t(mcp(g) ~ mcp(J)) for all g E MCP n FrontOp 
N = N impl 1f MC P = M RT = 0 
otherwise N imp/ modified as follows: 
For each triple (h, g, x) E LocStream s. t. g E MC P, each subnet 






if IProd(f)I = 1, while the subnet is replaced by the net 
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(h,9,rdy)<t1r1e> 
if IProd(g )I = m > 1. 
For each g E {g E Prod(h)lmrt(h)(ry) ;f.l} the resulting net is combined with either 
of the nets shown in Fig. 19, depending on whether none, one or both of g, h have 













Ncomp O specnet(f)(17) 
oi=l ... ,kN /;,,, 
p(tw(uq,Ji),tw(hq))(· · ·p(tw(u1,Ji),tw(h1))(N1;,'1) · · ·) 
for all (h1, Ji, ui), ... , (hq, Ii, uq) E LocStream n (0 x Ox D) 
p( (( uq, hq ), Ji, Uq ), ( hq, h, Uq ))( · · · p(( ( u1, ht), Ji, U1 ), ( h1, J;, ui))(N'.L,) · · ·) 
for all (h1, Ji, u1), ... , (hq, J;, uq) E LocStream n (0 x Ox D) 
p( (/i, ( Uq, hq ), Uq ), (hq, J;, Uq ))( · .. p( (!;, ( Ut, h1 ), 1Lt ), (h1, J;, Ui))(N'J:,,) · · ·) 
for all (h1,Ji,ui), ... ,(hq,/i,uq) E LocStreamn (0 x Ox D) 
p(tr(uq,h),tw(f))(· · ·p(tr(ui,J;),tw(f))(N'J'.'.,,) ·· ·) 
for all Ut, ... , Uq E Y U Z 
p(tw(uq,Ji},tr(J))(· · ·p(tw(u1,fi),tr(J))(N'J:'.~) .. ·) 
for all u1 , ••• , uq E X U Z 
implnet(Ji)(ry)O N /;,c 
{ 
( {~ei}, {tr(Ji),_tw(f;)}, {(tr(Ji),sei), (sei, tw(fi))}, 0, 0, t;) 
1f Ji occurs rn a cycle where Li : .sei ~ • and se; = (J;, f;, e) 
No otherwise 
The semantics of a well-formed implementation graph , of some opera.tor f is a pair 
(SP EC, N), where SP EC results from combining the specifications of f's compo-
nent operators J; with the specification derived from f's spec (cf., Equation 3). N 
is the net Nimpl modified and extended by subnets modeling the semantics of tim-
ing constraints imposed on component operators. For each component operator f; 
with a minimum calling period the write transition of a single producer Ji of Ji is 
extended by a subnet keeping track of the lower bound of the next possible write 
transition of !J; in the case where Ji has more than one producers, their write transi-
tions are split into two mutual exclusive transitions, and a net is established between 
all write transitions of the producers of k This net puts all producers into an arbi-
trary sequence with respect to their write transitions and keeps t rack of the earliest 
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Figure 19: Net replacements for operators with minimum calling periods 
each component operator /; with a maximum response time requirement, a subnet 
is established between the write transition(s) of /i and the write transition(s) of its 
producers to keep track of the sequence of deadlines to be observed by subsequent 
occurrences of Ji 's write transition. 
Nimpl extending f's specnet in 1J by a net composed from the nets modeling the 
semantics of component operators. Before combining the component nets N /,.,,, 
all read and write transitions constructed from pseudo names are replaced by read 
and write transitions constructed from / and names of component operators of/ to 
achieve a proper gluing in the combined net which gives the semantics of the im-
plementation graph 1 . Local data flow streams S-elements constructed from pseudo 
names are also replaced by S-elements formed from tl1e names of the adjacent op-
erators in 1. For each component operator /i that occurs in a cycle, a net N /,,c iE 
added that implies alternating read and write transitions, i.e., the internal buffering 
capacity of /i is constrained to one. 
To illustrate this assume that operator f has the implemcn tation graph 
with 









(( x1, ft), Ji, xi), (( x2, h), h, x2), ((x3, h), h, x2) 
(Ii, h,d1 ), (h, h, d2), (h, Ji, z) 
(Ii, (Y1, Ii), YI), (h, (Y2, h), Y2) 
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Figure 19: Net replacements for operators with maximum response times 
each component operator f; with a maximum response time requirement, a subnet 
is established between the write transition(s) of Ji and the write transition(s) of its 
producers to keep track of the sequence of deadlines to be observed by subsequent 
occurrences of !i's write transition. 
N;mpl extending f's specnet in 1J by a_ net composed from the nets modeling the 
semantics of component operators. Before combining the component nets N f.,tJ, 
all read and write transitions constructed from pseudo names are replaced by read 
and write transitions constructed from f and names of component operators off to 
achieve a proper gluing in the combined net which gives the semantics of the im-
plementation graph 1 . Local data flow streams S-elements constructed from pseudo 
names are also replaced by S-elements formed from the names of the adjacent op-
erators in 1 . For each component operator f; that occurs in a cycle, a net NJ;,c is 
added that implies alternating read and write transitions, i.e., the internal buffering 
capacity of Ji is constrained to one. 
To illustrate this, let us consider an operator f that has the implementation graph 
1 = 0, I nStream, LocStream, Out Stream 
with 
o = {!1,h,h} 
InStream = {((xi, Ji), Ji, x1), ((x2, h),h, x2),((x3, h ),h,x2)} 
LocStream {(h, h,d), (h, Ji, z)} 
OutStream {(Ji, (Y1, Ji), Y1 ), (h, (Y2, h ), Y2)} 
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and local data flow variables D = { di, d2}, in some environment 1J such that 
spec(!)( 1J) = SP EC 
~xl 
specnet(f)( 71) = --(/<: 
inputs(J)(17) = {x1,x2,x2},outputs(f)(17) = {Y1,Y2},states(f)(17) = {z} 
implnet(f1)(11) = 
((z,/1),v) ((yJ,fl),r) [}--+,(/1,r) (f~,v) yJ -.e--. 
[}-+ xi 
((xJ,/1),v) (fl, (d,11),d) ((d,/1),r) 
and 
((d,12),v) ((d /2),12,d) 
[}--+ ( (z,/2). r) 





(f,v) . r;-i_..m 
(fJ,r) ~f/'.v) \!::.J @ : 
:{}. ::. 









<t > ~ 
·13"'<':...__ ______ ,r, ---
10. (a) [ Ecc(g)(,)(77) = 77 
(b) [cc1, .. • ,ccmlc(g)(,)(77) = [cc1Ecc(h)(,)([cc2, .. • ,ccmlc(h)(,)(77)) 
form> 0 
(c) [OPERATOR f PERIOD t1 FINISH WITHIN t2lc(h)(,)(77) = 
17[( spec(h )( 1J ), specnet( h )( 77), timing( h )( 1J ), vars( h )( 77 ), N, eq(g )( TJ)) - h] 










where to, trd, lwd are fresh variables of sort time, i is a fresh variable of sort 
nat, and q is a fresh variable of sort [time]. 
For any two periodic operators /, g in I the net N is further extended by a net 
of the form shown in Fig. 13. 
( d) [OPERATOR / TRIGGERED BY ALL Xt, ... , Xqlc(9 )(fl, ... , /k, li, .. ,, lm)( 77) = 
77[( spec(g )( TJ ), specnet(g )( 77), timing(g )( TJ ), var s(g )( T/), N, eq(g )( 17)) - g) 
where N is implnet(g)(TJ) modified as follows: 
LN((/,r),(h,J,c)) = {i,nx + 1} 
LN((h, f, c), (h, w)) = {..L, r> } 
for all h E Prod(!) s.t. (h,. ,x) E LocStream,x E {x1 , ... ,xg} 
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in the simplest case in which h has only one write and / has only one read 
transition connected to x. If h has two write transitions (h, wl), (h, wp) (because 
it is one of the producers of an operator f' with an mrt) or if/ has more than 
one read transitions (because / is periodic in the implementation of g ), the 
labeling L expands correspondingly. 
That is, the semantics of BY ALL data triggers is defined by replacing the subnets 
mentioned in the data trigger modeling sampled streams in the net to which / 
is bound in 11 with nets modeling data-flow streams. 
(e) (OPERATOR/ BY SOME X1, ... ,xmlcc(g)(,)(11) = 
11(( spec(g )( 11), specnet(g )( 11), timing(g )( 11 ), var s(g )( 11), N, eg(g )( 17 )) ~ g] where 
N 
. 1 ( )() - { (0,{(/,r/),(f,rs)},0,<I>,0) if/ periodic = imp net g 11 U . (0, { (/, r)}, 0, <I> , 0) otherwise 
t(f,r) = <I>(/,r/)=<I>(/,rs)=il>N(/,r)U{nx;=O!I:Si:Sn} 
The semantics of the BY SOME data. trigger of an opera.tor f is captured by 
adding a. constraint to its read transition that requires at least one of the selected 
streams to contain new data. 
The semantics of data triggers is undefined if either of the Xi is not contained in the 
set of inputs, states, or local stream variables of g or if/ is not contained in -y. 
4 Conclusions and Future Work 
We have described a formal semantics of the real-time prototyping language PSDL us-
ing algebraic specifications as denotations of PSDL's data. abstraction concepts and an 
algebraic variant of high-level Petri nets as denotations of the behavior of opera.tors and 
streams. The semantics exposes potential concurrency of computation a.nd synchroniza-
tion needs raised by distributed data flow and timing constraints. The formal semantics 
shows more details of the computations tl1an is customary in denotational semantics. 
This is necessary because one of the purposes of PSDL is to determine whether the hard 
real-time constraints associated with a design are feasible in the context of given compu-
tational resources. The net constructions show the largest degree of concurrency possible, 
consistent with the intended semantics of the language. This is particularly important 
for a real-time language like PSDL, because maximally parallel implementations may be 
required to meet tight real-time constraints in critical applications. The formal semantics 
also clarifies some of the properties of the language relevant to multi-processor implemen-
tations. For example, the semantics suggests that the read event of a periodic operator 
should be separated from the computation and writing of the results to allow maximum 
overlap in a multi-processor schedule. 
Denotational semantics provides mathematically precise definitions of PSDL to support 
the implementation of syntactic and semantic tools for checking the properties of PSDL 
prototypes. The semar , of PSDL giv{ n the previous section includes a number of 
syntactic and semantic ( ,nditions that mL L be satisfied to allow composilionality and to 
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avoid the undefined denotation L These conditions together with our semantic definition 
can be used to define and verify further properties that are desirable for PSDL descriptions. 
Important ones concern 
1. freedom from deadlocks, 
2. feasibility of timing constraints associated with operators on different abstraction 
levels of a hierarchy, in the presence of concurrency, 
3. proper use of conditional data triggers and guarded outputs, which are potential 
sources of deadlocks because improperly defined guard expressions of an operator f 
may prevent the production of data that are needed by other operators. 
This can be expressed by the following fact. 
Fact 1 Let J be an opemtor with an output constmint of the form OUTPUTS v if e, let 
SP EC be an algebraic specification interpreting f, let t = [e] be the predicate interpreting 
the guard expression e, and let A be a SP EC-algebra. Then f may cause a deadlock if 
for all assignments a: XsPEc--+A the interpretation ofp a(t) = falseA. 
For example, if p3 in Fig. 15 never evaluates to true in the algebra satisfying the corre-
sponding operator specification, transitions w2 and w4 will never be activated and data 
flow stream y3 will never be served. Hence, its consumer can never be triggered by data 
on that stream. 
Dased on this observation, we propose the following conjecture: 
Conjecture 2 A well-formed PSDL description containing only non time-critical opera-
tors which neither have conditional data triggers nor guarded outputs is deadlock free. 
Formally establishing this requires a formal definition of all well-formedness conditions of 
PSDL, which cannot be done here due to lack of space. The proof would be by induction 
over the constructions on nets, based on proofs that the net models of individual language 
constructs satisfying the condition of the theorem are deadlock free. To verify deadlock 
freedom of algebraic nets, we can apply a method developed in [19] that is based on a 
decomposition theorem for "free-choice like" algebraic nets. These nets are decomposable 
into simpler nets representing sequential subsystems. If their marking satisfies certain 
constraints, they guarantee deadlock freedom. The net models of data flow streams and 
operators with buffering capacity one have the free-choice property trivially because they 
are sequential subsystems. The proof of this property for time-critical operators is more 
difficult. 
To show the correctness of the semantic definition, we would have to prove the Petri 
net model of any well-formed PSDL description satisfies the semantics of PSDL presented 
in terms of timing charts in [1 J. For a formal proof we would have to reformulate these 
conditions as behavioral properties of net models in terms of markings and activation 
conditions. Further we would have to show that tokens producprl by sequentially nrdered 
event occurrences have nondecreasing t i; :1e V<1.lues, as stated in ,c following lemh •. 
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Lemma 3 Let op be the definition of an operator named f, let r/ = [op]
0
p(1J) be the se-
mantics of op in some environment TJ, and let P be the set of a processes of imp/net( 171)(!) 
under some spec( TJ')(f)-algebra A. Then for each process p E P and for any two conditions 
(a,a'),(b,b') E Sp we have that (a,a')Fjr(b,b') implies time(a') ~ time(b'). 
This requires an induction over the net models of syntactic constructs using properties 
of 0. 
A compiler that transforms an abstract PSDL program into its denotation can be 
implemented based on the formal semantics. The resulting algebraic specification and 
Petri net could be verified and tested using an experimental environment for this formalism 
[14]. The environment supports algebraic verification techniques such as Knuth-Bendix 
completion, term rewriting, and structural induction, and Petri net analysis techniques 
such as reachability checking, symbolic execution, and liveness and safeness checking. 
The relationship between PSDL and algebraic nets established by our semantic defini-
tion allows us to design and implement tools that make such techniques available directly 
at the design and specification level. Such tools would enhance the functionality of the 
current PSDL support environment CAPS [18], whose functionality emphasizes construc-
tion, scheduling, and translation functions. The inclusion of conditional equations in the 
specification part of an operator enables the design of an experimental tool supporting the 
retrieval of reusable Ada components in a design database. This tool can directly exploit 
term rewriting techniques for algebraic specifications, for which a wide range of tools are 
already available, e.g., (8], [6], [10], [llJ. These tools can also be employed for automated 
equational reasoning to detect design inconsistencies or verify desirable properties of a de-
sign. The equational specification underlying a PSDL description further allows testing of 
specifications. This technique could be used in conjunction with rapid prototyping based 
on reusable Ada components in cases where reusable components can not be found. The 
symbolic execution technique is preferable over handwritten stub code because the eval-
uation of test cases provides results that are valid for all correct implementations of the 
validated specification. The evaluation of prototype behavio.r based on unvalidated com-
ponent implementations yields results that hold for those implementations only, although 
they are likely to be replaced by production versions. Symbolic execution and computer-
aided transformations of specifications to efficient code can provide a systematic way to 
preserve the meaning of a prototype specification in the transition towards a production 
version. 
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A Algebraic Petri Nets 
Our algebraic version of high-level Petri nets (which is a variant of the strict form of 
Predicate-Transition nets [4]) is introduced in two steps. First we define the syn tactic 
level of Petri net specifications in the form of Petri nets that are labelled with (sets of) 
terms and equations of an algebraic signature and whose marking consists of sets of E(X)-
tcrms. In the second step, the semantics of a E(X)-labelled net N is given by means of an 
algebraic net which combines N with an algebraic specification SPEC, a SPEC-algebra 
A, and a marking that assigns sets of data in A to S-elements in N. Finally, nonsequential 
executions of algebraic nets are defined the partial order semantics 
A.1 Basic Definitions 
Defore dealing with high-level Petri nets, we recall some basic notions for nets. 
A net N is a structure (S, T; F) such that Sn T = 0 and F ~ S x TUT x S. S is 
the set of S-elements, Tis the set of T-elements, Fis the flow relation, and N ~f SU T 
is the set of net elements. S-elements will be used to represent local atomic states, while 
T-elements will be used to represent local atomic transitions. For some A~ N, we denote 
the preset of A with respect to F by • A = FA and the postset by A• = AF and use 
the notation • a and a• as an abbreviation for • {a} and {a}., respectively. A net N is 
deterministic iff •an •b = 0 and a• n b• = 0 for all a f=. b E TN. N is acyclic iff Fit n id = 0. 
Function selem : FN-SN selects the S-elcment of a flow element. It is defined by 
selcm(a,b) = a if a E SN else b. 
A .... ,ndition-Event system (short, CE-system) is a quadruple C = (S,T,F,l) ~ · •c 
(S, T . ) is a net, called the net underlying C, and l ~ S is the initial case of C. S ' d 
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Tare called the sets of conditions and events, respectively. The behavior of CE-system C 
is defined in terms of the reachability relation between sets c, c' ~ Sc of conditions. This 
relation is generated by sets s, s' ~ Tc of events. 
l. s is activated in c, written c .!.+, iff • s ~ c, s• n c = 0, and Ve1 i= e2 E s we have that 
(•e1 U e1•) n (•e2 U e2•) = 0. 
2. c' is forward reachable from c by step s, written c .!.+ c', iff c .!.+ and c' = ( c - • s) Us•. 
3. The forward case class of C, denoted by [ tc], is the set of cases that are forward 
reachable from tc. 
A.2 Specifications of High-Level Petri Nets 
E(X)-labelled nets provide the syntactic level of concurrent behavior specifications. 
Definition 4 A E(X)-labelled net {short: E-net) is a net N = (S, T; F) together with 
a labeling function L, an initial marking specification t, and a trnnsition constmint <I> 
satisfying the following points: 
J. for all a ES: L(a) E SO*; 
2. for all flow elements J E F with selem(J) = a: L(f) is a finite set of tuples 
(t1, ... ,tn) of terms t; E Tr:(X) {l $ i $ n) such that L(a); = sort(t;); 
3. for all a ES, t(a) is a finite set of tuples (t 1 , ••• ,tn) of terms t; E Tr:(X) such that 
L(a); = sort(t;) for all tuples in t(a); 
,f. for all a E T, <I>(a) is a finite set of E(X)-equations t 
vars(t') ~ vars(a) where 
t', such that vars(t), 
vars(a) = LJ (t E L(b,a) U L(a,c)lb E •a,c Ea•). 
var~( t) 
Fig. 20 gives an example of a E(X)-net B = (S, T, F, L, <I>, t) in a graphical notation 
which corresponds to the following set theoretic definition: 
S {e,v,h,t} 
T {w,r) 
F {(w,v),(v,r),(r, e),(e,w),(w,t),(t,w),(r,h),(h,r)} 
L e,h,tH(nat) 
v H (s,nat) 
(w,v),(v,r) 1-+ {(x,i)} 
(e,w),(t,w),(h,r),(r,e) H {(i)} 
(w,t),(r,h) H {(i')} 
<I> r-0,wH{i'=(i+l)modc} 
t ~ -{k}sui:hthatO<k<c 
<,t H {(0):( 
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The net specifies a bounded ring-buffer whose read and write transitions are concurrent. 
Tl1e net imposes a strict order on all read events and on all write events and preserves 
the sequence of data written into the buffer in the sequence of data read. We assume 
that E includes sort nat, an arbitrary sort s, constants O and c of sort nat, and a binary 
operation symbols mod, and < on nat. Further we assume that X contains symbol x of 
sort s and symbols i, i', and k of sort nat. 
e<nat> 
<0 
<(i•ll nod c> 
c<c,nat> 
for all K: net such that K < c 
<Ci•l) nod c> 
~ t<net> ----------<O 
Figure 20: E-net modeling a ringbuffer of capacity c > 0 with concurent read and write 
transitions 
A.3 High-Level Semantics of ~-Nets 
Definition 5 Given a specification SP EC with signature E and variables X, the seman-
tics ofa E(X)-net N is defined by an algebraic Petri net NA= (SPEC,N,A) which 
associates SPEC and N with a SPEC-algebra A. 
A marking of NA is a mapping M : SN-P(A) (where P(A) denotes the powerset of 
A) such that for all b E SN 
The initial marking lN,-. is given by 
lN_,.(b) = {(o(ti), ... ,o(tn))l(t1, .. . ,tn) E lN(b),o:: x-A}. 
A marking represents a particular distributed state indicating which particular data val-
ues are available at particular S-elements in the net. Note that a finite initial marking 
specification lN may be interpreted by infinite initial marking sets as o: ranges over all 
possible assignments of data in A to variables in "N• 
Events of NA are pairs (a,o:) where a ET and o:: vars(a)-A is an assignment such 
that o(e) is satisfied for all e E ~N_,.(a). Pairs (a,(a1 1 ••• ,an)) with a ES and ai E AL(a); 
are called conditions. A condition represents the availability of a particular tuple of data 
values at a particular S-element in a particular distributed state, while an event represents 
an instance of a transition whose occurrence consumes and produce narticular data values 
according to the following definitions. 
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The deletion DEL((a,a),b) caused by an occurrence of event (a,a) at S-element b E 
SN is defined by 
DEL((a,a),b) = { a(L(b,a)) if b E •~ 
0 otherwise 
and the addition ADD( ( a, a), b) caused by event ( a, a) at S-element b E SN is defined by 
ADD((a,a),b) = { o(L(a,b)) if b E ~• 
0 otherwise 
where the extension of o to sets of tuples of terms U ~ T1:(X) x • • • x TI:(X) is defined by 
a(U) = {(o(t1), ... ,o(tn)l(t1, ... ,tn) EU}. Events may occur when they are activated. 
Definition 6 
iff 
1. An event e = (a,a) is activated under a marking M, written M ~. 
'vb E •a: DEL(e,b) ~ M(b) and 
'vb Ea•: ADD(e,b) n M(b) = 0. 
2. The follower marking M' of an event e activated under M, written M ~ M', is 
defined by 
M'(b) = (M(b)- DEL(e,b)) U ADD(e,b). 
3. Two events e1 = (a1,a1),e2 = (a2,a2) of AN are called conflict-free iff 
DEL(e1, b) n DEL(e2,b) f; 0 • e1 = e2 for all b E •a1 n •a2 and 
ADD(e1,b) n ADD(e2,b) f; 0 • e1 = e2 for all b E a1• n a2• . 
..f. A set E of events of NA is called a step from M to M' iff all events in E are activated 
under M and are pairwise conflict-free and M' is defined by 
M'(b) = (M(b)- LJ DEL(e,b))U LJ ADD(e,b) 
eEE eEE 
for all b E SN, 
The set of markings reachable from a given marking Min forward steps is called the for-
ward marking class and is written~- It is defined as the minimal subset of [SN-4P(A)] 
satisfying: 
M 
l. M E--+ 
2. if M' E~ and Eis a step from M' to M", then M" E~. 
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A.4 Condition-Event System Semantics of E-nets 
A second way to interpret a E-net N is to associate it with a Condition-Event system3 
(CE-system) that is uniquely determined by the underlying net of N and the algebra 
chosen as model of the algebraic specification associated with N. 
Given a specification SPEC and a SPEC-algebra A. Then the underlying CE-system 
UN,A = (Su,Tu,Fu,iu) of a EsPEc-net N is defined as follows: 
2. Tu= {(a,o)ja E TN, a: vars(a) - A}, 
3. Fu: 
(a,a)Fu(b,c) iff (a,b) E TN x SN and a(t) = c for some t E L(a,b) 
(b,c)Fu(a,a) iff (b,a) E SN x TN and a(t) = c for some t E L(b,a) 
4. iu = {(a,a(t))lt E tN(a)}. 
It is a straightforward proof to show that the CE-system semantics of a E-net N agrees 
with the interpretation of N in terms of the algebraic net NA for a given algebra A. 
The CE-system semantics has the advantage that we can exploit related notions such 
as nonsequential processes of CE-systems to visualize the behavior of a E-net. The nonse-
quential behavior of a CE-system is taken to be the set of all nonsequential processes that 
may be observed during a run of the system. Processes can be represented and studied 
using occurrence nets. Conceptually, processes are nonsequential observations of event oc-
currences and condition holdings. Before defining processes formally, we introduce some 
additional concepts. 
An occurrence net N = (S,T,F) is a deterministic and acyclic net whose front 0 N = 
{a E NI f-lb E N : bF+a} and end N° = {a E NI /.) E N : aF+b} are subsets of S. A 
subset A C N is called a 
1. line iff 
(a) 'ia,b EA: aF+b V bF+a Va= b 
(b) \:/a EN - A3b EA: -,(aF+b V bF+a) 
2. cut iff 
(a) 'ia,b EA: -,(aF+b V bF+a) Va= b 
(b) \:/a EN - A3b EA: aF+b V bF+a 
A is called an S-cut if a~ S. 
3 Condition-Event systems have been proposed by Petri as a common reference model of net theory to 
which other net models should be related by an explicit or implicit translation to provide them with a 
formal net theoretic semantics. 
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Let N be a safe CE-system and let O be an occurrence net. Then the mapping 
p : 0 -+ N is called a process of N iff it satisfies the following conditions: 
1. for each So-cut C of 0: p le is injective; 
2. for each e E To: p(•e) = •p(e) and p(e•) = p(et; 
3. p(•e) np(e•) = 0. 
0 is called the process domain of N under p. In the graphical representation of a process 
p we draw the process domain as a net and label its elements n by p( n ). 
Fig. 21 shows a process of the CE-system U B.A underlying the ring buffer net B for an 
algebra A in which CA = 6A, A$ = { ao, a1, ... , }, and Anat = {O, 1, ... }. Each T-elemcnt 
(b, a) E Su is represented by b(a(xt), ... , a(xn)). 
Figure 21: A process of the ringbuffor net in Fig 20 
Often we are not interested in condition holdings shown in the occurrence net rep-
resentation of nonsequential processes. Therefore we define a function p that maps each 
occurrence net O into a partially ordered set (T, 5) such that 
'va,b E To: aF + b <=} p(a) < p(b). 
(NA,P,T,<) a nonsequential observation of transition occurrences of N under A and 
represent p(a) < p(b) by a-+ b. 
Nonsequential observations of BA with A and B as defined above have the form 
w(ao)-w(a1)-w(a2)- • ••-w(ac)-w(ac+1) - • • · 
\ 
/ / 
r(ao) - r(a1) - r(a2) - • • •- r(ac) - • •. 
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which is easy to show by constructing the steps of NA and forgetting intermediate condi-
tion occurrences. 
Using the techniques developed in [19}, it can also be shown that the net Fig. 20 is live 
and safe for an arbitrary but fixed c. 
B Net Constructions used in the Semantic Definition 
The net constructions 
FStrcam,SStrcam: EOName x EOName x VarSymbol x XTcrm-+ SigNct 
State Var: OName x Oname x VarSymbol x XTerm-+ SigNet 
Operator: OName x VarSymbol+-+ SigNet 
used in Section 3 are defined by 
l. FStream(/1,h,x,t) = (S,T,F,L,if>,t) where 
S {sx} with sx = (/1,h,x) 
T {tr,tw} with tr= (h,r), tw = (!1,w) 
F {(tw,sx),(sx,tr),(tr,sx),(sx,tw)} 
L sx 1-t (sort(x),nat) 
(tw,sx) 1-t {t,O}, (sx,tr) 1-t {x,nx}, 
(sx,tw) 1-t {.l,n.r}, (tr,sx) 1-t {.l,n.r + 1} 
where nx is a fresh variable of sort nat 
if> tw 1-t 0, tr 1-t {x ,/.i} 
l SX 1-t { .i, 0} 
2. and similarly for SStream(/1 , h, x, t) 
3. StateVar(ft,h,x,t) = (S,T,F,L,if>,t) where 
S, T as before 
F {(sx,tr),(tw,sx)} 
L sx 1-t sort(x), (sx,tr),(tw,sx) 1-t {x} 
if> tr, tw 1-t 0 
l SV 1-t {t} 
4. Operator(J,(x1, ... ,xk)) = (S,T,F,L,if>,i) where 
S {sc,sri,swi} with sc = (J,J,c), sri = (J,J,ri), swi = (J,J,wi) 
T {tr,tw} with tr= (f,r),tw =.(f,w) 
F = {(tr, sc), (sc, tw), (tr, sri), (sri, tr),(tw,swi), (sw, twi)} 
L sc 1-t (sort(x1), ... ,sort(xk),nat), sri,swi 1-t nat 
(tr,sc),(sc,tw) 1-t {x,1, ... ,Xk,iJ}, 
(tr,sri),(tw,swi) 1-t {i1}, (sri,tr), (swi,tw) 1-t {i1 + I} 
where i is a fresh variable of sort nat 
if> tw,tr I-' 0 
t sc 1-t 0, i , swi 1-t {O} 
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In the sequel we write tr(!) and tw(f) for the read and write transitions of a stream 
or operator net. 
Finally we need three operations on nets: 
• an associative and commutative operation O SigN et x SigN et -+ SigN et 1- to 
combine two I:-nets: 
where 
(SN1 uSN2 ,TN1 uTN2 ,FN1 uFN2 ,L,<I>,i) 
if 'va E S1 n S2: LN1 (a)= LN-1 (a) =L otherwise 
LN1 (a) for all a E S1 
LN,(a) for all a E S2 - S1 
L(a) = LN1 (a,b) for all (a,b) E FN1 - FN2 
LN2 (a,b) for all (a,b) E FN2 - FN1 
LN1 (a,b) U LN2 (a,b) for all (a,b) E FN1 n FN2 
{ 
<l'>N1 (a) for all a E TN1 - TN2 
<I>(a) <I>N2 (a) for all a E TN2 - TN, 
<l>N1 (a) U <l>N2(a) for all a E TN1 nTN2 
{ 
lN1 (a) for all a E SN, - SN2 
i(a) tN2 (a) for all a E SN2 - SN1 
lN1 (a) U lN2 (a) for all a E SN1 n SN2 
• an operation "-" to construct the difference between two nets: 
N1 - N2 (S, T, F, L, <I> , i) where 
s SN1 - SN, 
T = TN1 -TN2 
F = FN1 n (S x Tu T x S) 
L(a) = LN1(a) for all a ES U F 
~(a) = 4!N1 (a) for all a ET 
t(a) = lN1 (a) for all a ES 
• an overloaded operation 
p: SEiem x SE/em-+ SigNet-+ SigNetU 
TE/em x TE/em-+ SigNet-+ SigNetU 
SE/em x SEiem -+ SE/emu 
T Elem x T Elem -+ T ElemU 
Flow x Flow -+ Flow 
for replacing net elements rn a net such that the resulting net is a folding of 
he original net ;ncluding isomorphi ·m) 'Lnd L, <I>, and t are prese · d. For 
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N = (S,T,F,L,4">,1,) pis defined by 




L'(p(a, b)(c)) = 
L'(p(a,b)(c,d)) = 
4>'(p(a, b)(c)) = 
t 1(p(a, b)(c)) = 
p(a, b)(c) = 
p(a, b)(c, d) = 
(S' T' F' L' 4">' t') where , ' ' ' ' 
{p(a,b)(c)lc ES} 
{p(a,b)(c)lc ET} 
{(p(a,b)(c,d))l(c,d) E F} 
L(c) for all c ES 
L(c,d)u { 0L(p(a,b)(c,d)) if p(a,~)(c,d) E F} for all (c,d) E F 
otherwise 
~( ) { 4">(p(a,b)(c)) if p(a, b)(c) ET } " ll T 
'I' c U 0 h . 1or a c E ot erw1se 






( b, d) if c = a 
( c, b) if d = a 
( c, d) otherwise 
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